Size-Controlled Growth of Co₃O₄ Nanocubes
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Recently we investigated a nitrater-salt-mediated formation route of Co₃O₄ spinel nanocubes with a uniform size of ca. 47 nm in aqueous solution at 95 °C (J. Phys. Chem. B 2003, 107 (4), 926–930). In the present work, we examined various synthetic parameters of this new method. By varying reaction temperature and time, the size control of Co₃O₄ nanocubes has been achieved, which produces the spinel nanocubes with a controllable edge length in the regime of 10–100 nm. A linear relationship between the cube size and reaction time has been revealed. Furthermore, a process has been developed to separate (or to purify) the growing Co₃O₄ nanocubes from remaining solid products at different synthetic stages. With a large amount of nitrates salt added, we have been able to observe some irregular crystalline intermediates, although the majority of the Co₃O₄ nanocrystals have highly symmetrical cubelike morphology. On the basis of the observed crystallite morphologies, we have elucidated in this work a mechanism — “surface wrapping” — to describe the size-controlled growth of Co₃O₄ nanocubes.

Introduction

Nanometer-scale materials with the size of 1–100 nm have attracted considerable interest in recent years due to the departure of properties from bulk phases arising from quantum size effect.1 Over the past decade, a variety of techniques have been applied to fabricate nanostructures of a broad class of materials, ranging from ceramic dielectrics,2,3 semiconductors,4,5 metals,6,7 metal oxides and sulfides (e.g., metal dichalcogenides nanotubes),8–13 and metal hydroxides14–16 to the most studied fullerene-carbons (e.g., carbon nanotubes).17–19
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(13) These nanostuctures possess diverse morphologies, including zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dots, one-dimensional (1D) quantum wires, and other two-dimensional (2D) layered structures with a high degree of symmetry.1–21 It is now commonly understood that the behaviors of nanophase materials strongly depend on the shapes and sizes of the particles, which are thus a key factor to their ultimate performance and applications. In this regard, it is desirable to tailor-synthesize nanoparticles with pre-designed morphology and size distributions.22

Unitary spinel cobalt oxide (Co₃O₄) stands as an important functional material, in part because of its vast applications for use in pigments, catalysis, sensors, electrochemistry, magnetism, and energy storage (e.g., intercalation compounds for battery materials).23–25


Spinel Co$_3$O$_4$, when falling in the nanosized regime, is expected to lead to even more attractive applications in the conjunction of their traditional arena and nanotechnology. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to prepare nanocrystals of spinel cobalt oxide with well-defined morphologies and a narrow range of size distribution. Transition metal spinels are conventionally synthesized by a solid-state reaction of mixed metal salts at elevated temperatures. However, extremely active atomic vibration at high reaction temperature usually leads to sintering and/or grain growth, rendering this route unlikely to produce nanoparticles. Many new techniques have also been devised for the spinel synthesis so as to make low-temperature synthesis possible. In recent years, preparations of single-phase Co$_3$O$_4$ at temperatures ranging from 150 to 260 °C have been made via spray pyrolysis, chemical vapor deposition, and sol–gel routes. It has also been reported that Co$_3$O$_4$ can be formed at 70–100 °C from a precursor compound cobalt(III) hydroxide (Co(OH)$_2$). In particular, as early as 1978, monodispersed cubic Co$_3$O$_4$ (~0.1 μm edge length) had been synthesized through a “forced hydrolysis” method at 100 °C starting with highly dilute cobaltous acetate solutions. The same method, however, was reportedly unproductive if starting with Co(NO$_3$)$_2$ salt.

It is vitally important to study the fundamentals of nanocrystalline Co$_3$O$_4$ spinel formation with various synthetic routes because the understanding of this aspect will guide us to newer materials design and more sophisticated synthetic methods. Despite the research activities discussed above, work that leads to the knowledge of their formation and growth mechanisms is still essentially lacking. Very recently, we developed a synthetic method for fabrication of free-standing nanocubic Co$_3$O$_4$ via a “soft” chemical route at 95 °C. Unlike the previously reported approach, we added a large amount of sodium nitrate to mediate the Co$_3$O$_4$ synthesis. Our mechanistic phase investigation indicated that there are various precursor compounds formed prior to the resultant Co$_3$O$_4$ phase starting from β-Co(OH)$_2$ (brucite-like structure), cobalt(II) hydroxide-nitrate Co(II)(OH)$_2$·(NO$_3$)$_x$·H$_2$O (x ~ 0.2–0.5, n ~ 0.1; also a layered compound), and hydroxide-like layered-double-hydroxide Co(II)·Co(III)(OH)$_2$(NO$_3$)$_x$·nH$_2$O (x ~ 0.26–0.28, n ~ 0.3–0.6). With this approach, single-crystalline Co$_3$O$_4$ particles with a perfect cubic shape and an average size of 47 nm were fabricated.

In the present work, as a continued part of our research endeavor in this area, we will report our new research findings in size-controlled growth of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes. In particular, we have achieved size control of these Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes in the special regime of 10–100 nm by varying the reaction temperature and time. With new investigations on the salt-mediated growth (by adding nitrate salt), we have also been able to observe intermediate crystallites of Co$_3$O$_4$ prior to their final nanocube morphology. On the basis of the arrested intermediates, a “surface wrapping” growth mechanism, which leads to the formation of cubical morphology, has been discovered.

**Experimental Section**

**Sample Preparation.** In a typical synthesis, 1.2 g of NaOH (30 mmol, Merck, >99.0%) was dissolved in 100.0 mL of deionized water in a three-necked round-bottom flask. Then 90–150 g of NaNO$_3$ (1059–1765 mmol, Merck, >99.5%) was added to the solution. The three-necked flask, with a reflux condenser mounted on top, was then immersed into an oil bath at 105 ± 0.2 °C. A purified air stream (50 mL/min, Soxal, O$_2$ = 21 ± 1%, H$_2$O < 2 volume per million (vpm) and hydrocarbons < 5 vpm) was continuously bubbled through the solution. After half an hour, 20.0 mL of 1.0 M Co(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O (20 mmol, Merck, >99.0%) was added dropwise within 1 min using a buret. Blue precipitate formed instantaneously. The flask with the blue slurry was kept in the oil bath for further reaction (i.e., aging at 105 °C). The whole process was carried out under constant stirring by a magnetic stirrer. At different aging times, a small amount of slurry was drawn from the reaction vessel by using an auto-pipet. The slurry was naturally cooled in ambient condition to room temperature and then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 min. After removal of the supernatant, the solid was re-suspended in a 2.0 M HCl solution to dissolve unreacted precursor compounds (β-Co(OH)$_2$, Co(II)(OH)$_2$·(NO$_3$)$_x$·H$_2$O, and Co(II)·Co(III)(OH)$_2$(NO$_3$)$_x$·nH$_2$O). The mixture was then centrifuged again. This was repeated four times to ensure complete removal of the precursor phases. The black paste (purified Co$_3$O$_4$ left in the centrifuge tubes was re-suspended in deionized water and recentrifuged. This latter washing was also repeated four times.

**Material Characterization.**

**XRD Measurement.** Powder XRD measurement was carried out to obtain phase information. The XRD patterns of diffraction intensity as a function of 2θ were collected using a Shimadzu X-ray diffractometer (model 6000) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) from 5° to 80° at a scanning rate of 2°/min. The X-ray tube voltage and current were set at 40 kV and 30 mA, respectively.

**TEM Measurement.** Investigations on morphology of the Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocrystallites and their electron diffractions (ED) were carried out using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, J EOL, JEM-2010). The electron beam accelerating voltage was set at 200 kV and the current was set at 106 mA. The solid sample was first suspended in deionized water by sonication in an ultrasonic water bath for an hour. A drop of this well-dispersed suspension was then applied on a piece of 200-mesh carbon-coated copper grid, followed by air-drying under ambient condition before the copper grid was placed into the TEM specimen holder.

**Thermal Analysis.** About 12–14 mg of each sample was analyzed using a thermogravimetric and differential-thermoanalytical (TGA/DTG, Shimadzu TGA-50). The sample was loaded into a platinum crucible that was then heated in the TGA furnace from room temperature to 950 °C.
at a rate of 10 °C/min. A purified air stream (50 mL/min, as specified before) was passed through the furnace throughout the programmed heating.

Results and Discussion

Structural and Compositional Analysis. Figure 1 shows a representative XRD pattern of samples prepared with this approach, which indicates that all the products are phase-pure crystalline Co₃O₄ (in cubic symmetry; space group (SG) Fd₃m, lattice constant a = 0.8084 nm). Our previous investigation indicated that the material obtained without purifying with hydrochloric acid was in fact a mixture of Co₃O₄ and cobalt hydroxide and hydroxide nitrates with divalent or mixed valencies (e.g., \(\beta\)-Co(OH)₂, Co²⁺(OH)₂-x(NO₃)ₓ·nH₂O, and Co II(x)Co III(x)(OH)₂(NO₃)ₓ·nH₂O) when the aging times were shorter than 24 h at 95 °C. With the synthetic temperature 105 °C used in this work, the conversion of these precursor phases turns out to be much more efficient. The well-resolved diffraction peaks in Figure 1 reveal the good crystallinity of the Co₃O₄ specimens. The composition of resultant Co₃O₄ is further confirmed by our TGA measurement. The differential TGA curve of Figure 2 shows that there is no weight loss until the temperature reaches about 940 °C. The rapid weight loss corresponding to the peak at 943 °C is associated with the thermal decomposition of Co₃O₄ in air atmosphere:

\[
\text{Co₃O₄} = 3 \text{CoO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \tag{1}
\]

The presence of the above hydroxides residue can be ruled out because they decompose at temperatures well below 940 °C; their existence should have given rise to additional peaks in the differential TGA curve. Therefore, the acidic purification technique with HCl proves to be successful in removing the hydroxides residue and yet preserving the spinel oxide Co₃O₄. This technique becomes even more crucial when manipulating the size of the spinel oxide particles, which will be discussed shortly.

Morphology of Co₃O₄ Nanocubes. As reported in Figure 3, the above-prepared Co₃O₄ products have perfect cubic morphology. Excellent crystallinity of Co₃O₄ nanocubes is also confirmed with our ED experiment. Figure 3b shows a spot pattern from a Co₃O₄ single-crystal cube (Figure 3a). In this case, the electron beam is incident along the [001] direction, and the spot array has a 4-fold axis that can be indexed with \(h\)0 (i.e., [001] zone spots, in accordance to the extinction rule of electron diffraction of SG Fd₃m), indicating a cubic symmetry for Co₃O₄ nanocubes. Reported in Figure 3c and d are the TEM images of four Co₃O₄ nanoparticles (12 h aging and 150 g of sodium nitrate used); \(\phi\) is the angle over which the copper grid was tilted.

nanoparticles prepared after aging for 12 h. It is clear that the projection views of most particles are square in shape. Three particles, free-standing on their (001) faces, are self-aligned according to their magnetic-dipoles, whereas the remaining one leans on its cube edge ([110] direction). To confirm the morphology of these cubic particles, tilted TEM investigation was carried out to obtain the transmission images from different viewing angles. The first image is that of the particles prior to tilting ($\phi = 0^\circ$) with perfect square shape, uniform resolution, and clear-cut edges. When the copper grid was tilted with an angle of $\phi = 17^\circ$–$30^\circ$, it is observed that the images of the particles are elongated and there is a transition of contrast along the direction of elongation. The center is apparently darker than the tilted edges. The edges become fuzzy when $\phi$ increases, because of the shortening travel distance for penetrating electrons. All these observations confirm that the particles are indeed cubelike. Moreover, the nanocubes obtained from this approach are very uniform in size. This will be further evidenced with our quantitative image statistics (next subsection). It is also interesting to note that during the tilting experiments, some equispaced fringes can be seen in the areas where two nanocubes overlap (e.g., Figure 3d). Because their spacing is much larger than any expected inter-planar spacing is much larger than any expected inter-planar distance of Co$_3$O$_4$, they are assigned to intersected fringes of the two sets of crystallographic planes (each belongs to a nanocube), as commonly observed in highly crystalline materials with TEM technique.

**Size-Controlled Growth.** Use of an excessive amount of salt (sodium nitrate in this case) is essential to obtain the nanocubic Co$_3$O$_4$. Without sodium nitrate, it was found that the intermediate product cobalt hydroxide nitrate, Co$_{1-x}$(OH)$_2$$_x$[NO$_3$]$_x$$\cdot$nH$_2$O, was missing from the reaction mixture. In that case, only $\beta$-Co(OH)$_2$ and hydrotalcite-like cobalt double hydroxide, Co$_{1-x}$$\cdot$($\beta$-Co(OH)$_2$$\cdot$[NO$_3$]$_x$$\cdot$nH$_2$O, are converted to spinel oxides after prolonged reactions. It is thus postulated that the competitive presence of the nitrate salt is responsible for modifying the chemical route; that is, a large amount of nitrate anion competes with OH$^-$ to form a new precursor phase, Co$_{1-x}$(OH)$_2$$_x$[NO$_3$]$_x$$\cdot$nH$_2$O. Owing to the “salt-out” effect, the solubility of oxygen in synthetic solution is reduced, which delays the above hydroxide and hydrotalcite-like compounds to Co$_3$O$_4$ conversion. Furthermore, formation of salt–(solvent)$_2$ clusters, which act as additional diffusion boundary on the resulting Co$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles, is believed to regulate the faceting of spinel oxides nanoparticles.

With the increase in reaction temperature in this work, formation of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes has been significantly accelerated. For example, Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes in the size around 43–45 nm can be attained with only 12 h reaction at 105 °C [instead of 48 h at 95 °C in our previous work (ca. 47 nm)]. Furthermore, owing to the faster reaction rate, the size of these nanocubes can be controlled more easily with a simple variation of reaction time (or aging time). In fact, we have obtained nanocubes as small as 10.6 nm (average edge length) with a standard deviation of 1.4 nm when the aging time was 3 h, as reported in Figures 4a and 5a (also Table 1), noting that some of these nanocubes can self-align into 1D arrays (framed parts) owing to presence of their intrinsic magnetic diploes. On the basis of the TEM image statistics it is found that the amount of nitrate salt used (either 90 or 150 g) does not cause a substantial influence on the sizes of the nanoparticles. However, it does cause some subtle variations in growth habits (which will be addressed soon). With only 3 h reaction, these Co$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles have started to show cubic type morphology, although they are not as well-faceted as samples obtained with longer aging times. It is also worthwhile to note that the acidic washing treatment was essential to harvest these small particles because the yield of cobalt spinel was very low at this stage. In principle, it is possible to capture even smaller particles by drawing samples at even shorter aging times. However, the extremely low yield makes it impractical to do so. Nonetheless, the possibility of synthesizing even smaller (a few nanometers) and yet uniform nanocubic cobalt spinel oxide is positively indicated. With the aging times of 6 and 12 h (Figures 4b and c), the particles are gradually grown in size and are better faceted. As evidenced in Figure 6, the size kinetics appears to be linear with respect to time and independent of the amount of salt added under the synthetic conditions investigated (i.e., 90 g of NaNO$_3$ has been sufficient to generate the cubelike morphology). Although our primary focus in this work is on the Co$_3$O$_4$ cubes in the range of 10–50 nm, this linear relationship is likely to be extended to 100 nm (e.g., Figure 3a, ca. 100-nm cube-edge with 24 h reaction time). To understand the evolution of the particle size with time, the statistical analysis of particle size is further reported in Table 1. Although the size of the nanocubes increases with time, the percentage deviation does not, which indicates an improvement in size uniformity for the long-aged samples. In this agreement, 2D assemblies of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes can be commonly observed even without assistance of surfactants (e.g., Figure 4b and c).

**Growth Mechanism.** Chemically, we have understood in our previous work the phase-evolution process of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes. On the basis of our present new findings, the growth mechanism of the nanocubic spinel will be addressed further, though it is yet difficult to establish a quantitative kinetic model at this stage.

In Figures 4 and 5, a considerable amount of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles (marked with an arrow) show peculiar
morphologies, although the majority of the Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallites are highly symmetrical nanocubes with equal edges. Owing to the significant increase in growth rate at 105 °C, the growth fronts of these intermediate nanoparticles have been amplified (i.e., a better faceting is attained) and hence become more observable, especially in the growths in which NaNO$_3$ was heavily loaded (150 g, Figure 5). Apart from the normal “perfect” nanocubes (A type), basically, there are two types of “abnormal” growing cubes. As illustrated further in Figure 7, the first one — B type (e.g., B1–B5, Figures 4 and 5) — indicates some sidewall propagation, whereas the second one — C type (e.g., C1–C7, Figures 4 and 5) — belongs largely to an in-plane completing growth.

As all crystallites observed can be broadly classified into one of the types A, B, or C, a correct sequential arrangement of these crystallite types would naturally disclose the nano-cubic Co$_3$O$_4$ growth mechanism. Regarding this arrangement, surprisingly, we do not have much choice, but to come up with a “surface wrapping” growth mechanism as depicted in Figure 7. This model

Figure 4. TEM images of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocrystallites prepared with addition of 90 g of NaNO$_3$: (a) aging time 3 h; (b) aging time 6 h; and (c) aging time 12 h. Some marked crystallites will be addressed in Figure 7.

Figure 5. TEM images of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocrystallites prepared with addition of 150 g of NaNO$_3$: (a) aging time 3 h; (b) aging time 6 h; and (c) aging time 12 h. Some marked crystallites will be addressed in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Average size of Co$_3$O$_4$ cube edges as a function of aging time and nitrate salt added. The line is linearly fitted with $R^2 = 0.997$. 
gives a logical repetition of the three types of nano-
crystallites, i.e., $\ldots \rightarrow A_{\text{smaller}} \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow A_{\text{larger}} \rightarrow \ldots$, while the overall structural isotropy is strictly maintained during the cube growth. The interchange between $B$ and $C$ is also equally plausible. But prior to a next greater crystal, a smaller $A$-type crystal has to go through both $B$ and $C$ stages in order to sustain the isotropic growth. In this sense, an original crystallite $A$ seems to be wrapped with new $\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4$ surface "shells" when it goes through $B$ and $C$.

It is important to note that the height of these "shells" is in the range of a few nanometers, which is apparently much higher than any atomic steps on the {$\{100\}$, $\{010\}$, and $\{001\}$ surfaces of $\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4$. Unambiguously, the present growth does not proceed in a (atomically) layer-by-layer manner but with a multiple-layer growth, i.e., nucleation and growth are taking place simultaneously in different atomic layers. In this regard, one should view these growing "shells" as small advancing crystal planes (or growth fronts). Illustrated in Figure 8, one could realize that the formation of small crystal planes (area 2) within a cube surface actually increases the total surface area. Furthermore, more ledges and kinks can be generated on the small crystal planes (area 2) than on the large planes (area 1). By creating these small crystal planes, the growth entities could be better accommodated, as their diffusion distance to a nucleation site is greatly shortened.

Finally, we must ensure that the above observed growth fronts were not created by the acid washing. Figure 9 shows three TEM images for $\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4$ nanocubes together with the sheetlike precursor compounds without the acid washing. It is interesting to note that the surfaces of growing nanocubes are not so smooth. Presumably, they are covered with fragments of the decomposing basic compounds that can be dissolved in the $\text{HCl}$ solution during the acid washing. In many cases (Figure 9a and b), larger sheets of the solid compounds are attached on the surfaces, which may indicate some electrostatic interactions between the cube surfaces and the layered compounds when they undergo the nitrate anion deintercalation, although actual processes are still not clear at this time. Nonetheless, the intermediate cubes and their growing fronts illustrated in Figure 7 are indeed present during the growths (marked crystallites C8, B6 (viewed along $[110]$), and B7, Figure 9). Understanding the above growth mechanism would allow us to control the nucleation and/or to grow the $\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4$ nanocubes with atomic flatness. In principle, the multiple-layer growth can be suppressed by controlling the degree of supersaturation.
of solution and lowering the reaction temperature. We are currently working along this direction.

Conclusions

In summary, by controlling reaction temperature and time, the size of our previously prepared Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes can be further reduced down to the range of 10–50 nm with high crystallite-monodispersivity. Using the present approach, the relationship between the cube-size and reaction time is linear. Furthermore, it has been proven in this work that the separation of the growing Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes from the remaining solid products can be easily achieved with acid washing (2.0 M HCl solution in the current case). Under the assistance of nitrate salt to the growth, irregularly faceted crystallite intermediates can be preserved, which leads us to elucidate a “surface wrapping” growth mechanism for the formation of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes. The growth synthesis of Co$_3$O$_4$ nanocubes is a multiple-layer type. Apparently, under the present higher supersaturation condition, growth entities can be better accommodated on the smaller growth fronts perpendicular to the cube surfaces.
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